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Stretching from Malibu to the Mexican border, Southern California's coast is justifiably famous, yet,

as this essential guide reveals, it offers more to see and do than even its greatest fans may realize.

Easy-to-use, up-to-date, and comprehensive, Beaches and Parks in Southern California is the

perfect companion for all visitors&#151;sightseers, hikers, swimmers, surfers, campers, birders,

boaters, and anglers&#151;who want to explore this magnificent shoreline. In addition to well-known

beaches of soft, golden sand, it describes rocky shores and tide pools, hidden pocket beaches,

historic lighthouses, the Santa Monica Mountains National Recreation Area, and much more. * More

than 450 site listings include beaches, public access ways, parks, campgrounds, nature preserves,

world-class aquariums, and museums* 304 color photographs and 52 color maps show recreational

sites, hiking and biking trails, topography, and other features of the region and state* Easy-to-use

charts list key facilities and features, open hours, food and beverage services, wheelchair

accessibility, rules about dogs, and other practical information
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Ã¢â‚¬Å“This is the volume to toss in the back of your Volkswagen bus with the folding chair, the

Mexican blanket, the Frisbee and your lucky old abalone shell. . . . It will answer all your questions

about fat innkeeper worms, the romantic impulses of Richard Henry Dana Jr., and why you can run

faster than you swim.Ã¢â‚¬Â• (Los Angeles Times Ã¢â‚¬Å“Books To GoÃ¢â‚¬Â•

2009-06-24)Ã¢â‚¬Å“Anyone planning a drive down the California coast should take one, or all, of



these books along.Ã¢â‚¬Â• (Portland Oregonian 2009-05-28)Ã¢â‚¬Å“An ideal guide for the

getaway season.Ã¢â‚¬Â• (Chico Enterprise-Record 2009-07-02)Ã¢â‚¬Å“The guide will tell you

where to camp, where to find a bathroom, [and] where to view wildlife.Ã¢â‚¬Â• (Placerville Mountain

Democrat 2010-07-14)Ã¢â‚¬Å“The ideal guide for your coastal adventuring. . . . Keep this book in

your car and youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll never be at a loss about where to go.Ã¢â‚¬Â• (Myshelf.com

2009-05-18)Ã¢â‚¬Å“The ideal guide for your coastal adventuring. . . . Keep this book in your car

and youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll never be at a loss about where to go.Ã¢â‚¬Â• (Aptos Times)

"An outstanding guidebook for anyone who wants to explore Southern California's beaches, coastal

parks, museums, and aquariums. It's packed with useful information to help you plan trips to

experience this region's rich and varied coastal offerings. Brief vignettes of coastal habitats and

ecosystems, information on coastal plants and animal, and suggestions for caring for our coast are

an added bonus."&#151;Jerry R. Schubel, President, Aquarium of the Pacific, Long Beach"Whether

you're a casual beachcomber or a serious coast watcher, this guidebook offers insightful writing,

detailed maps, and a wealth of local knowledge. It's packed with well-researched information on

coastal science, history, and beach culture."&#151;Terry Rodgers, former writer for the San Diego

Union-Tribune

This one is ok. We did not use it as much as some others

I bought this book in advance of a trip to San Diego, hoping to get a sense of the beaches my family

and I would enjoy. With that purpose in mind, I'm disappointed.This book is highly detailed, in the

sense that it is a thorough, but very flat, survey of what looks to be all publicly-accessible beaches

along the coast. It includes listings of facilities for each entry, including in some cases detailed

information about the locations of access points, stairways to beaches, etc. The maps are also quite

nicely done.However, the narrative descriptions of the beaches are exceedingly bland. There is very

little effort put into differentiating one beach from another, other than describing in a very neutral

way whether it's sandy or rocky, or providing a bland list of what it's often used for (e.g., "fishing,

swimming"). While I don't necessarily need a book like this to rank or even rate the beaches (though

that can help), it would at least be nice to have some subjective discussion geared towards helping

the reader choose the beaches best suited to their interests. There really is none of that, here. I

honestly don't get the sense that the authors have much enthusiasm for any of the beaches - which

can't really be the case. After reading through many dozens of entries, I have no better sense of



which beaches my family and I should visit.

This is one of four books purchased for our upcoming Southern California trip. It covers the

coastline of the three most Southern California counties starting in LA and heading south to Mexico.

This is the best one of the four. What I take from it the most is how I now understand that all of the

beaches are unique to themselves with their own personalities, not just a long band of sand for a

couple hundred miles. Written by the California Coastal Commission, it is completely objective. It

appears with this guide we can navigate our way up or down the coast and know what the heck

we're doing, and what looks best to do next.

This is a great guide! I was born and raised in Southern CA where I spent countless hours at the

beaches as a young person and adult. I received this book as a gift and have been thrilled. The

book contains detailed and accurate maps of the entire southern California coastline, together with

web sites and phone numbers of parks and other area resources. It has given us a chance to go to

beaches we would not have otherwise, and lists numerous beach access points we did not even

know existed. (It appears to contain a list of every single public access point along this stretch of the

coast.) A huge bonus is that the book provides a ton of useful and interesting coastal information

that will help me teach my girls about the natural coastal environment as we enjoy the beach. It is

packed with information beyond your standard travel guide (and it is accurate!). Additionally, I love

all the great coastal pictures. Unlike many travel guides, I plan to keep this one to use for many

years to come and will definitely buy the book as gifts for my friends and family.

These well researched California coastal guide books are outstanding! Published by the California

Coastal Commission, these guides are an update of the old California Coastal Access Guide. They

contain the most accurate and up-to-date maps and directions for coastal access and beaches, as

well as a good amount of natural history. The guides also contain beautiful photos and illustrations.

Local attractions with contact phone numbers are also included. The books are compact and rugged

and easy to pack around. I would highly recommend these guides to anyone wishing to explore the

California coast!Beaches and Parks in Southern California (Experience the California

Coast)Experience the California Coast: A Guide to Beaches and Parks in Northern

CaliforniaBeaches and Parks from Monterey to Ventura (Experience the California Coast)

If there's anything the gorgeous California coast could use more of, it's information on how to get to



ALL the beaches and other public lands--and the Coastal Commission's SoCal installment in its

guide series does the job brilliantly, with all the info anyone needs to find and hang out at the most

hidden and the most well-known places alike. The sidebars on history and natural history make a

fabulous summer read, too, while you're soaking up the sun on that empty beach you sort of knew

was there but could never find before.

This book is great. I am taking a road trip to Southern California next month and was able to do all

my planning with this book. It includes excellent maps, details on where to access all the beaches,

and interesting tid bits on the environment and what to do in each locale. Don't leave home without

it!
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